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• Efficiency: ~10-4


• Phase space improvement in 6D: > 108


• Applications:


- keV energies: Mu spectroscopy, Mu gravity 
experiment, μSR experiment


- MeV energies: muon EDM, g-2 

muCool: A phase-space compressor 2

muCool device 
He gas target

B = 5 T, Temp. = 10 K 
E:                       4 MeV

ΔE (FWHM):    800 keV

Diameter:          70 mm

Divergence:  200 mrad E:                        10 eV


Diameter:            1 mm

IN

Δt < 10 μs

μ+

D. Taqqu., Phys. Rev. Lett. 97 (2006), p. 194801

E:                      10 keV

ΔE (FWHM):     100  eV

Diameter:          10 mm

Divergence:      2 mrad

OUT 
B = 0 T

OUT

B = 0.1 T

Re-acceleration

Extraction from 
solenoid

???

M. Aiba et al., arXiv:2111.05788 [hep-ex]
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• Transverse, Longitudinal and Mixed compression ✅

The muCool scheme 3

E = 4 MeV

σx, σy ~ 1 cm

E = 10 eV

σx, σy ~ 1 mm

① Stop muons 
in He gas

② Compress beam size
Transverse compression σy 

+ 
Longitudinal compression σz

③ Extraction from the He gas target

A. Antognini et al., PRL 125, 164802 (2020) 

Y. Bao et al., PRL 112, 224801 (2014)

R. Iwai, PhD Thesis, ETH Zurich (2021)
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• “Indirect” muon position measurement by detecting decay positrons


• Demonstrated successful simultaneous transverse and longitudinal compressions ✅  

Mixed compression measurements in 2019 4

138 longitudinal compression

Figure 88: Muon positions projected in the xz-plane for various times. The time is
given by the color scale. Muon beam centered at x = �6 mm with 3 mm
radius is stopped uniformly along the z-axis. The muons drift in the
+x-direction while compression occurs in z-direction.

According to the simulation, the drift velocity is about 2 mm/µs. This
value can be increased in the final setup by increasing the strength of the
electric field in the y-direction.

5.4 conclusions

The longitudinal compression stage of the muCool device under develop-
ment at PSI has been demonstrated. An elongated muon swarm of 200 mm
length has been compressed to below 2 mm length within 2 µs. Good agree-
ment between the simulation and the measurement has been observed.

Furthermore, the ability to drift the µ+ beam in E ⇥ B-direction towards
the prospective position of the extraction hole has been demonstrated by
performing a measurement with the electric field having also a component
perpendicular to the magnetic field.

In both cases, slightly better agreement between simulations and measure-
ments is achieved by including small additional effective losses in the simula-

Figure 39: (Left) Sketch of the setup used to test the longitudinal compression at room temper-
ature. The scintillators T1 and T2 in coincidence detect the µ+ accumulating around z ⇡ 0. The
blue curve indicates the region of acceptance for coincident events. (Middle) Simulated µ

+ tra-
jectories. (Right) Measured and simulated time spectra for various HV at the target mid plane:
negative HV (red) attracting the muons to the central plane, positive HV (green) repelling them
and no HV (black).
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Figure 40: (Left) Simulated muon trajectories in the mixed transverse-longitudinal compression
target with a vertical density gradient at cryogenic temperatures, Ex and Ey components as in
the transverse compression target, and an Ez component pointing to the target mid-plane at
z = 0. The positions of the plastic scintillators pairs (A,B,C) used to expose the compression
are also shown. (Right) Measured time spectra in the scintillator pairs in coincidence.

5µs into a beam drifting in x-direction with 10 eV kinetic energy capable of passing an
aperture of �y ⇥�z = 1⇥ 1mm2 size with an e�ciency of about 50% (excluding muon
decay losses).

Vacuum extraction and re-acceleration

A possible extraction scheme that we are presently simulating is shown in Figure 41. It
is based on a mixed-compression target modified to allow µ

+ extraction from the gas
target into “vacuum” (low density gas region) through an orifice of 1⇥ 1mm2 aperture.
To compensate for the He atoms leaving the target through the same orifice, new He
gas is continuously injected at the orifice perpendicular to the µ

+ motion which acts
as a gas barrier for the target gas. The injected gas needs to be e�ciently evacuated
through a system of di↵erentially pumped regions to maintain a good beam quality

77
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Figure 40: (Left) Simulated muon trajectories in the mixed transverse-longitudinal compression
target with a vertical density gradient at cryogenic temperatures, Ex and Ey components as in
the transverse compression target, and an Ez component pointing to the target mid-plane at
z = 0. The positions of the plastic scintillators pairs (A,B,C) used to expose the compression
are also shown. (Right) Measured time spectra in the scintillator pairs in coincidence.

5µs into a beam drifting in x-direction with 10 eV kinetic energy capable of passing an
aperture of �y ⇥�z = 1⇥ 1mm2 size with an e�ciency of about 50% (excluding muon
decay losses).

Vacuum extraction and re-acceleration

A possible extraction scheme that we are presently simulating is shown in Figure 41. It
is based on a mixed-compression target modified to allow µ

+ extraction from the gas
target into “vacuum” (low density gas region) through an orifice of 1⇥ 1mm2 aperture.
To compensate for the He atoms leaving the target through the same orifice, new He
gas is continuously injected at the orifice perpendicular to the µ

+ motion which acts
as a gas barrier for the target gas. The injected gas needs to be e�ciently evacuated
through a system of di↵erentially pumped regions to maintain a good beam quality
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Opened Mixed-compression target 5

Figure 14: (Left) Rendering of the muCool target used to test mixed compression in 2017. Gluing of the
target foil is occurring at the endcaps (gray) while two structures of aluminum oxide (white) are used to
sustain the top sapphire plate given in green. (Right) Rendering of the muCool target developed in 2018.
A single frame (gray) is used to glue the target and to sustain the top sapphire.

Figure 15: Pictures of some gluing steps needed for the production of mixed compression targets.

5 Target development in 2018

In 2017 we observed that several discharges started from two support structures out of aluminum oxides
inside the target that serve to support the top sapphire (see Fig. 14 (Left)). The basic idea of this design
was to decouple the support of the sapphire from the foil gluing that is occurring at the endcaps.

In 2018 we developed a new target concept without these support elements. In this concept, both
the gluing of the folded foil forming the target, and the support of the top sapphire are achieved using a
single 3D printed piece as shown in Fig. 14 (Right). The top sapphire is held in place by small extensions
of the endcaps which produce minimal thermal contact between top and bottom sapphire (through the
endcaps). Because there is no glue between these small extensions and the foil right below the top
sapphire (and right above the bottom sapphire), the 3D printed plastic frame can thermally contract
independently of the thermal contraction of the sapphire plates. This feature qualifies this design for
operation at cryogenic temperatures. Several of such targets have been produced with positive outcomes
when tested at cold temperatures. However to date we have not yet performed breakdown voltage tests
with such targets.

For this new target concept we developed a new gluing process as summarized in Fig. 15. The tightness
of the target produced in this way have been tested various times at cold temperatures. The results have
been positive. Still we are in the process of optimizing this target design.

Another important feature of this design is that the bar at the target tip oriented in the z-direction
can be modified to implement the orifice and the He gas injection at the orifice (see later). A very crude
prototype target having an orifice and with gas injection at the orifice has been already manufactured.
However, the mechanical stability of such a target has not yet been tested at cryogenic temperatures.

11

• Lined Kapton-foil to achieve complex E-fields for the mixed compression 


• Next step: Develop the post-compression schemes
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• Next steps:


- Muon extraction from the muCool target through an orifice


- Transport muons from the orifice and re-acceleration to 10 keV


- Extraction from the solenoid magnetic field


• For the HIMB development: Coupling the HIMB beam into the muCool target

The muCool setup 6

Transport from the orifice  
+


Re-acceleration to 10 keV
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Orifice

Target frame

Extraction from the target 7

• Preliminary simulation shows 90% transmission efficiency

Courtesy of G. Lospalluto

He

↓

Orifice

Courtesy of T. Yan
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• 3 pairs of strip electrodes to confine and guide muons

8Transport from the orifice to re-acceleration region

⃗E
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• Electrostatical acceleration with a series of ring electrodes

9Re-acceleration scheme

μ+ from muCool target

(~1 x 1 mm2)

Re-acceleration to 10 keV

Extraction-re-acceleration coupling
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• Study beam quality including low-energy mu-He interactions


• Physics processes in Geant4:


- Extraction region (E < 1 keV)  
Custom low-energy mu-He elastic scattering, Mu-formation/ionisation


- Re-acceleration region (E > 1 keV)  
Geant4-standard Coulomb scattering, Ionisation, Bremsstrahlung, Pair production

10Beam quality simulation

μ+ beam

Size: 1 x 1 mm2


E = 10 eV

Re-acceleration to 10 keV

Re-acceleration region:

He gas


10-4 mbar @300 K

Extraction region:

He gas


1 mbar @300 K
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Simulated beam properties at 0.1 T field 11

Core

Tail

Total

Beam size Kinetic energy
Preliminary
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Simulated beam properties at 0.1 T field 12

Core

Tail

Total

Beam size Kinetic energy
Preliminary

@B = 0.1 T

σx:                 0.4 mm 
σy:                 1.9 mm

E:                 ~10 keV

ΔE (1σ):       ⚠ 17 eV

• Transport efficiency (orifice-0.1 T field): ~75% w/o μ+ decay


• Time (orifice-0.1 T field): ~1 μs to travel 1.6 m


• Muonium formation: ~0.1%


• ToDo: Improve scattering & energy loss treatment of Geant4
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Beam quality summary 13

muCool 
device

HIMB

~2000 mm•mrad (1σ)

Courtesy of E. Valetov
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@B = 0.1 T

~1 mm•mrad (1σ)

@B = 0 T

~20 mm•mrad (1σ)

Re-acceleration

Extraction from 
solenoid

This work

Estimation• Promising phase space @B = 0.1 T


• Likely to achieve better phase space @B = 0 T 
than initial estimation


• Now:  
How can we couple HIMB beam into muCool 
target efficiently?

M. Aiba et al., arXiv:2111.05788 [hep-ex]
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• Next steps:


- Muon extraction from the muCool target through an orifice


- Transport muons from the orifice and re-acceleration to 10 keV


- Extraction from the solenoid magnetic field


• For the HIMB development: Coupling the HIMB beam into the muCool target

The muCool setup 14

Coupling of HIMB-muCool

HIMB
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• Construction of new TgH by replacing the existing TgM


• New solenoid-based beamlines to deliver 1010 surface μ/s


• Exciting opportunities for particle physics and μSR experiments

The High-Intensity Muon Beams (HIMB) 15

R. Eichler et al., IMPACT conceptual design report (2022)
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• Off-axis injection → On-axis re-acceleration


• Multi-parameter optimisation simulations by changing…


- Focusing strength of beamline solenoids


- Layout: w/ and w/o beamline dipole, shifting and tilting the muCool setup w.r.t 
the beamline

Coupling the HIMB beam into the muCool target 16

Phase space 
@MuH2 Separator centre

Beamline

Solenoids

Efficient coupling scheme allowing 
off-axis injection is required!

HIMB beam
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• A large phase space of the HIMB beam is not easy to handle…


• 45% of muons are back-reflecting when coupling into 5 T PSC solenoid


• Off-axis injection works ✅

Typical simulated trajectories 17

MuH2 @Separator centreHIMB phase space Beam profile @target

Initial phase space 
~ 2000 mm•mrad (1σ)

Beam spot 
~ 10×10 mm2 (1σ)

×

Tilt muCool setup by 14°
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• Off-axis injection works for both beamline layouts


• A dipole might help to reduce a large Δp = 3.5 MeV/c (FWHM) and to 
improve the target stopping efficiency

Hit efficiency comparison of w/ and w/o dipole 18

No dipole 40° bending dipole
Current muCool target 

geometry
×3 higher side-wall 

(large target)
Current muCool target 

geometry
×3 higher side-wall 

(large target)

25% 46% 24% 50%
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• muCool is a phase space compression scheme for μ+ beam


• Mixed transverse-longitudinal compression is successfully tested 


• The post-compression schemes are being studied with simulations


- Showed the feasibility of the extraction-re-acceleration concept


- Promising ~1 mm•mrad phase space (1σ) at B = 0.1 T 


• A possible beamline configuration to couple the HIMB beam into the 
muCool target was studied with simulations 


- 45% of the HIMB beam is back-reflected when coupling to a 5 T 
solenoid 


- Off-axis injection for the muCool target is possible

Summary 19



Thank you!

The muCool collaboration

A. Antognini∗, N. Ayres, I. Belosevic, V. Bondar, R. Iwai, G. Lospalluto  
K. Kirch∗, F. Piegsa‡, T. Yan, M. Sakurai and D. Taqqu

Institute for Particle Physics and Astrophysics, ETH Zurich, Switzerland 

M. Hildebrandt, A. Knecht, J. Nuber, A. Papa§, C. Petitjean, and A. Stoykov 

Paul Scherrer Institute, 5232 Villigen-PSI, Switzerland 

D. M. Kaplan and T. J. Phillips 

Illinois Institute of Technology, Chicago, IL 60616 USA

* also at PSI     ‡ presently at University of Bern     § also at University of Pisa and INFN
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Backup

21
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muCool: Working principle 22
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• : mean time between two μ+-He collisions


• : μ+ cyclotron frequency

τc

ω
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23

4 K

12 K
4 K: high collision frequency

12 K: low collision frequency

μ+-He collision frequency  Gas density∝

Transverse compression: Working principle


